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i 11.0 INTRODUCTION
;

L | The Technical Specifications (TS) for Catawba Nuclear Station (Catawba), Unit 1, state that the
! inservice inspection of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code Class 1,2,
r and 3 components shall be performed in accordance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure
F Vessel Code (ASME Code or Code) Section XI and applicable addenda as required by Title 10

.
of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) Section 50.55a(g), except where specific written

. relief has been granted by the Commission pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(6)(g)(i).
.

! Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(4), ASME Code Class 1,2, and 3 components (including
Isupports) shall meet the requirements, except the design and access provisions and the<

: ~ preservice examination requirements, set forth in the ASME Code, Section XI, " Rules for
p Inservice inspection of Nuclear Power Plant Components," to the extent practical within the

. limitations of design, geometry, and materials of construction of the components. The,

4 regulations require that inservice examination of components and system pressure tests .
,

1 conducted during the first 10-year interval and subsequent intervals comply with the
L . requirements in the latest edition and addenda of Section XI of the ASME Code incorporated by
4 reference in 10 CFR 50.55a(b) 12 months prior to the start of the 120-month interval, subject to
I. the limitations and modifications listed therein. The applicable edition of Section XI of the
j ~ ASME Code for Catawbs Unit 1 second 10-year inservice inspection (ISI) interval is the 1989
4 Edition.

i .0 EVALUATION2.-

p
; By letter dated March 16,1998, Duke Energy Corporation (the licensee) submitted its Second
; 10-Year interval ISI Program Plan Request for Relief No. 98-02 for Catawba Unit 1.
n ;

'
! .The staff, with technical assistance from its contractor, the Idaho National Engineering and

E Environmental Laboratory (INEEL), has evaluated the information provided by the licensee in
'support of its Second 10-Year Interval ISI Program Request for Relief No. 98-02. Based on the

results of the review, the staff adopts the contractor's conclusions and recommendations
presented in the Technical Letter Report (TLR), which is attached to, and hereby made part of,
this Safety Evaluation.-
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) The information prcvided by the licensee in support of the request for relief from Code
4' requirements has been evaluated and the basis for disposition is documented below.

Request for Rollef 98-02 (Part A): ASME Code Section XI, Examination Category B-A,
i item B01.040, requires essentially 100 percent volumetric and surface examination, as defined
! by Figure IWB-2500-5, of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) head-to-flange weld during each
1 inspection interval. " Essentially 100%," as defined by ASME Code Case N-460, is greater than

; 90 percent coverage of the examination volume or surface area, as applicable.
.

j in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(5)(iii), the licensee requested relief from the Code's
volumetric examination coverage requirement for RPV Head-to-Flange Weld ID Number !

1RPV-WO8.
,

i i
i The Code requires 100 percent volumetric examination of the RPV closure head-to-flange weld j
'

during each inspection interval. The staff determined that the surface geometry of the flange i

forging, in combination with access restrictions caused by the head lifting lugs, precludes
,

j ultrasonic scans of the full volume of this weld. Furthermore, the staff determined that the !
j Code-required 100 percent volumetric examination is impractical and to gain access for

100 percent coverage, the component would have to be redesigned and modified. This would.

| place a burden on the licensee.

I The staff concluded that from the drawings submitted by the licensee, a significant amount
,

(approximately 88 percent) of the required coverage was obtained. in addition, the licensee
j has completed the Code-required surface examination. The examinations performed on Weld
; No.1RPV-WO8 provide reasonable assurance of structuralintegrity of the subject weld. Based

on the impracticality of performing the Code volumetric coverage requirements and the extent4

+ of examinations performed, relief is granted pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(i). '

5 Request for Relief 98-02 (Part B): ASME Code, Section XI, Examination Category C-A,
item C01.020, requires essentially 100 percent volumetric examination, as defined by Figure-

IWC-2500-1, of circumferential head welds in pressure vessels during each inspection interval..

j " Essentially 100%," as defined by ASME Code Case N-460, is greater than 90 percent

j coverage of the examination volume or surface area, as applicable.

| In accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(5)(iii), the licensee requested relief from the Code's
i volumetric examination coverage requirement for Excess Letdown Heat Excharger Head-to-

Flange Weld No.1ELDHX-HD-FLG.#

i The !icensee stated that no additional examinations are planned during the current interval for

[ Weld ID Number 1ELDHX-HD-FLG. The use of radiography as an attemate volumetric
i examination method for Weld ID Number 1ELDHX-HD-FLG is not practical due to component
; thickness and geometric configurations. Other restrictions making radiography impractical are

the necessity to use double wall techniques due to inaccessibility of the inner diameter surface
,

and physical barriers prohibiting access for placement of source, film, number bands, etc. The
; licensee will continue to use the most current ultrasonic techniques available to obtain
; maximum coverage for future examinations of these Weld ID Numbers (1RPV-WO8,
i 1ELDHX-HD-FLG,1SGD-W261).
a
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The Code requires 100 percent volumetric examination of circumferential head welds in Class 2
pressure vessels. The staff determined that Weld ID Number 1ELDHX-HD-FLG is located in a
severe thickness transition region between the heat exchanger shell and bolting flange. In
addition, several small diameter piping branch connections protrude from the shell close to the
weld. These conditions preclude access for full volumetric examination. The staff concluded
that the subject examination is impractical to perform to the extent required by the Code. To
achieve the Code-required volumetric coverage, design modifications to facilitate access for
ultrasonic scans would be required. Imposition of this requirement would place a burden on the
licensee.

~ The staff concluded from the review of the licensee's drawings of this component that the
licensee has examined the weld volume to the maximum extent practical. Based on the
volumetric examination coverage obtained (approximately 39 percent) and the additional visual
VT-2 examination required by the Code, the staff concluded that the system leakage and !

hydrostatic tests provide reasonable assurance of the detection of any existing pattems of '

degradation. Therefore, the staff further concludes that the licensee's proposal provides
| reasonable assurance of structural integrity of the subject components and, pursuant to

10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(i), the licensee's request for relief is granted.

| . Request for Relief 98-02 (Part C): ASME Code, Section XI. Examination Category C-F-1,
Item C05.011, requires essentially 100 percent volumetric and surface examination, as definedI

,

by Figure IWC-2500-7, of selected piping welds greater than 3/8-inch nominal wall thickness in
l piping greater than 4-inch nominal pipe size (NPS). " Essentially 100%," as defined by

ASME Code Case N-460, is greater than 90 percent coverage of the examination volume or
surface area, as applicable.

| In accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(5)(iii), the licensee requested relief from the Code's
! volumetric examination requirements for Steam Generator 1D Auxiliary Feedwater Nozzle to

Transition Ring ID Weld Number 1SGD-W261.

L The Code requires 100 percent volumetric examination of Auxiliary Feedwater Nozzle to
Transition Piece Weld ID Number 1SGD-W261 during each inspection interval. However, the
extreme taper on the nozzle side of the weld limits full volumetric examination. Therefore, the
Code requirement is impractical. To gain access for 100 percent coverage, the component
would have to be redesigned and modified. This would place a burden on the licensee.

| The staff determined that from the licensee's drawings a significant amount (approximately
|: 75 percent) of the require:i coverage was obtained. In addition, the licensee has completed the

Code-required surfam examination. The examinations performed on Weld ID Number
1SGD-W261 provide reasonable assurance of structuralintegrity of the weld. The staff
concluded that based on the impracticality of the Code volumetric examination requirements,
and the extent of examinations performed, relief is granted pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(i).
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3.0 CONCLUSION

The staff concluded that certain inservice examinations cannot be performed to the extent
required by the Code at Catawba. The licensee has provided information to support a
determination that the Code-required volumetric examination coverage for Weld ID Numbers
1RPV-WO8,1ELDHX-HD-FLG, and 1SGD-W261 is impractical. The examinations performed
on the subject welds provide reasonable assurance of structural integrity of the component.
Therefore, pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(i), the licensee's Request for Relief No. 98-02
(Parts A, B, and C) is granted. The relief granted is authorized by law and will not endanger life
or property or the common defense and security, and is otherwise in the public interest giving

| due consideration to the burden on the licensee that could result if the requirements were
imposed on the facility.

Principal Contributor: T. McLellan '

Date: November 25,1998
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t TECHNICAL LETTER REPORT
*

|' ON THE SECOND 10-YEAR INTERVAL INSERVICE INSPECTION
i REQUEST FOR RELIEF NO. 98-02 !

EQE
4

DUKE POWER COMPANY
'

CATAWBA NUCLEAR STATION. UNIT 1 |

DOCKET NUMBER: 50 413
1

1. INTRODUCTION
l'

.

.
'

By letter dated March 16,1998, the licenses, Duke Power Company, submitted Request
for Relief 98-02, seeking relief from the requirements of the ASME Code, Section XI, for
the Catawba Nuclear Station, Unit 1. This relief request is for the second 10-year
inservice inspection (ISI) interval. The Idaho National Engineering and Environmentai
Laboratory (INEEL) staffs evaluation of the subject request for relief is in the following ,

section.
,

2. EVALUATION

j- The information provided by Duke Power Company in support of the request for relief from
Code requirements has been evaluated and the basis for disposition is documented
below. The Code of record for Catawba Nuclear Station, Unit 1, second 10-year ISI
interval, which began on June 29,1995, is the 1989 Edition of Section XI of the ASME

|
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

i-

) 2.1 Request for Relief 98-02 (Part Al Examination Cateaorv B-A. Item B1.40. Reactor i

i Pressure Vessel Head-to-flance Wald

Code Requirement._ Examination Category B-A, item B1.40, requires essentiallyi_

100% volumetric and surface examination, as defined by Figure IWB-2500-5, of the i

lreactor pressure vessel (RPV) head-to-flange weld during each inspection interval.
" Essentially 100%", as defined by ASME Code Case N-460, is greater than 90%
coverage of the examination volume or surface area, as applicable.

Licensee's Code Relief Reauest: In accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(5)(iii), the !
licensee requested relief from the Code's volumetric examination coverage

| requirement for RPV Head-to-flange Weld No.1RPV-WO8. |
.

'
Licensee's Basis for Relief Reauest (as stated):
"During the ultrasonic examination of tile Reactor Vessel Upper Head to Flange

| Weld 1 RPV-WO8 (item No. B01.040.001) shown in Attachment 1, greater than 90%
coverage of the required examination volume could not be obtained. Causes of!

these limitations are due to Flange Configuration and the proximity of the !ifting lugs
to the Flange Weld, which limits the ultrasonic coverage to 87.67% of the required
volume. In order to achieve greater than 90% coverage of the required volume, the !

lifting lugs would have to be removed. Ultrasonic examination from the inside ;

! surface of the head is not feasible because of the high radiation exposure. j

:

|

|
.
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"The 3eactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) Upper Head to Flange Weld (Weld Number i
RPV-WO8) is by definition not in the beltline area of the RF'V; therefore, it is not

( subject ?o fluence levels equal to or greater than 1 E 17 n/cm2. RPV materials not in
the highly irradiated beltline region are not prone to negative material property
changes (i.e., embrittlement) associated with fuel reactivity neutron bombardment.
Based upon 10 CFR 50.55a, the ASME Code Section XI 1975 and 1989 Editions
require essentially 100% RPV weld volumetric examinations of beltline welds during
every inspection interval. The RPV Upper Head to Flange Weld does not meet the
requirements of a beltline weld due to a significantly lower fluence exposure,

: resulting in far less potential degradation of ductility. The Catawba Nuclear station
| Unit 1 RPV was fabricated by the Rotterdam Dockyard Company and is free from

;
i unacceptable fabrication defects. Rotterdam performed rigorous state-of-the-art i

RPV inspections following fabrication to ensure no significant flaws existed."

Licensee's Proposed Altemative Examination (as stated):
! "No additional examinations are planned during the current interval for Weld ID

Number 1 RPV-WO8. The use of radiography as an attemate volumetric
examination method for Weld ID Number 1 RPV-WO8 is not practical due to
component thickness and geometric configurations. Other restrictions making

|- radiography impractical are the necessity to use double wall techniques due to
| inaccessibility of the ID surface and physical barriers prohibiting access for

placement of source, film, number bands, etc. Duke Energy Corporation will

'

continue to use the most current ultrasonic techniques available to obtain maximum
coverage for future examinations of these Weld ID Numbers."

Evaluauun The Code requires 100% volumetric examination of the RPV closure
head-to-flange weld during each inspection interval. However, the surface
geometry of the flange forging, in combination with access restrictions caused by
the head lifting lugs, precludes ultrasonic scans of the full volume of this weld.

; Therefore, the Code-required 100% volumetric examination is impractical. To gain
! access for 100% coverage, the component would have to be redesigned and

roodified. This would place a significant burden on the licensee.

As shown in drawings submitted by the licensee,' a significant amount
(approximately 88%) of the required coverage was obtained. in addition, thei-

licensee has completed the Code-required surface examination. The examinations
; performed on Weld No.1RPV-WO8 provide reasonable assurance of the continued

structuralintegrity of the weld. Therefore, based on the impracticality of the Code
volumetric coverage requirements and the extent of examinations performed, it is
recommended that relief be granted pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(i).

2.2 Reauest for Relief g8-02 (Part B). Examination Cateaorv C-A. Item C1.20. Excess

|
Letdown Heat Exchancer Head-to-Flance Wald

t

i

L Drawings submitted by the licensee are not included in this report.

|

!-
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Code Reauirement: Examination Category C-A, item C1.20, requires essentially
100% volumetric examination, as defined by Figure IWC-2500-1, of circumferential
head welds in pressure %essels during each inspection interval. " Essentially
100%', as defined by AS. AE Code Case N-460, is greater than 90% coverage of the
examination volume or suiface area, as applicable.

Licensee's Code Relief Reauent in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(5)(iii), the
licensee requested relief from the Code's volumetric examination coverage
requirement for Excess Letdown Heat Exchanger Head-to-flange Weld No.1-
ELDHX-HD-FLG.

Licensee's Basis for Relief Reauesd (as stated):
"During the ultrasonic examination of the Excess Letdown Heat Exchanger Head to
Flange Weld 1 ELDHX-HD-FLG (item No. C01.020.003) shown in Attachment 1,
groater than 90% coverage of the required examination volume could not be
obtained. Single sided weld configuration due to flange geometry and the proximity
of vent and drain branch connections reduced the coverage to 38.52%. In order to
achieve greater than 90% coverage of the required volume, the weld configuration

. would have to be redesigned and the branch connections removed to allow for
access from both sides of the weld.

"The Excess Letdown Heat Exchanger is not primarily used in power operations
except as a backup to the norrnal service ' Letdown Heat Exchanger'. The Excess
Letdown Heat Exchanger is located within the Containment Vessel and during
power operations the heat exchanger is not accessible for visual inspections except
during refueling outages or forced shutdowns. When not in service during power
operations and in ' standby readiness,' the Excess Letdown Heat Exchanger is
isolated on the tubeside and static pressure is approximately 50 psig.

"If a leak were to occur at the weld in question, Channel Barrel Circumferential Weld
to the Channel Flange Bolting Ring, there are several periodic tests and evaluations
that are performed by established procedures that should identify the leakage for
prompt OPS /ENG evaluation.

"In the 'Out of Service' mode, the Heat Exchanger is isolated from the Reactor
Coolant System (NC), and if a leak were to occur at the subject weld, the water
accumulated on the Containment floor would flow to the Containment Floor &
Equipment (CF&E) Sump where a monitoring program is in place to evaluate
changes in sump level. As part of the above sump monitoring program, alarms in
control room will alert Operators of a high rate change in sump level, and a start of
each shift Operators note the Containment Sump level. Additionally, Heat
Exchanger external leakage would be detected by EMF monitors 38,3g, & 40 within
Containment by the presence of airbome radiological activity from the NC system
leakage. With water on the floor in Containment there would be an increase in
Containment humidity measured by gauge read in Control Room and an increase in

'

Ventilation Unit Condensate Drain Tank (VUCDT) level, which is monitored, also,
for changes to evaluate potential Containment piping / equipment leakage.

1.
__-
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'Since the Heat Exchanger is normally not in service, but in standby, the Heat
Exchanger and weld joint in question are not exposed to NC system design stress
conditions of 2200 + psig except when Heat Exchanger is valved into service to
support NC system letdown cooling functions. If a leak were to occur in the subject
weld joint while Heat Exchanger becomes part of the NC system and subject to the
NC system leakage program regulations, which basically allows < 1 gpm
unidentified leakage maximum per station technical specifications. If NC system
unidentified leakage > 1 gpm, power decrease must commence to shutdown to find
and correct leak. If a leak were suspected extemally from the Excess Letdown Heat
exchanger while in service, control room operated valves could be actuated to
isolate the Heat Exchanger and stop the leakage to maintain NC system inventory
and Reactor protection. Also, available for leak detection are the CF&E sump
monitoring program, Containment EMF's 38, 39 & 40 for radiological release
detection and humidity measurement in Containment and ventilation condensate
increase in the VUCDT"

'

Licensee's Prooosed Altemative Examination (as stated):
"No additional examinations are planned during the current interval for Weld ID -
Number 1 ELDHX-HD-FLG. The use of radiography as an altemate volumetric,

examination method for Weld ID Number 1 ELDHX-HD-FLG is not practical due to|
; component thickness and geometric configurations. Other restrictions making
j radiography impractical are the necessity to use double wall techniques due to

inaccessibility of the ID surface and physical barriers prohibiting access fort

placement of source, film, number bands, etc. Duke Energy Corporation will
continue to use the most current ultrasonic techniques available to obtain maximum

.

coverage for future examinations of these Weld ID Numbers."
:

Evaluation The Code requires 100% volumetric examination of circumferential
head welds in Class 2 pressure vessels. However, Weld No.1 ELDHX-HD-FLG is
located in a severe thickness transition region between the heat exchanger shell
and bolting flange. In addition, several small diameter piping branch connections
protrude from the shell close to the weld. These conditions preclude access for full
volumetric examination. Therefore, the examination is impractical to perform to the

L extent required by the Code. To achieve the Code-required volumetric coverage,
design modifications to facilitate access for ultra'3onic scans would be required.
Imposition of this requirement would place a sig1ificant burden on the licensee.

|

tA review of the drawings of this component indicates that the licensee has
: examined the weld volume to the maximum extent practical. In addition, this weld is
| visual VT-2 examined during system leakage and hydrostatic tests, as required by
! the Code. Based on the volumetric examination coverage obtained (approximately
'

39%), and the VT-2 examinations performed during system pressure tests,
reasonable assurance of the detection of any existir.g pattems of degradation has
been provided. Therefore, pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(i), it is recommended

i
^

i

| Drawings submitted by the licensee are not included in this report.
r

!
i
!
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that the licensee's request be granted.

.

2.3 Begypst for Relief 98-02 (Part CL Examination Cateaorv C-F-1. Item C5.11. C! ass 2
Circumferential Pioina Weld

Code Reauirement Examination Category C-F-1, item C5.11, requires essentially !

100% volumetric and surface examination, as defined by Figure IWC-2500-7, of
selected piping welds greater than 3/8-inch nominal wall thickness in piping greater
than 4-inch nominal pipe size (NPS). " Essentially 100%', as defined by ASME
Code Case N-460, is greater than 90% coverage of the examination volume or
surface area, as applicable.

Licensee's Code Relief Raouest: In accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(5)(iii), the
i

licensee requested relief from the Code's volumetric examination requirements for !

Steam Generator 1D Auxiliary Feedwater Nozzle to Transition Ring Weld No. |

1SGD-W261.

Licensee's Basis for Relief Reauest (as stated): ,

*During the ultrasonic examination of the Steam Generator 1D Auxiliary Feedwater
Nozzle to Transition Piece, Weld 1 SGD-W261 (item Number C05.01 1.011) shown

,

in Attachment 1, greater than 90% coverage of the required examination volume |,

!could not be obtained. Singled sided weld configuration reduced the coverage to
75%. In order to achieve greater than 90% coverage of the required volume, the
weld configuration would have to be redesigned to allow access from both sides of
the weld.

|
!"If a leak were to occur at the weld in question (Steam Generator 10 Auxiliary

Feedwater (CA) Nozzle to Transition Piece, Weld 1 SGD-W261), there are methods
by which the leak could be identified for prompt Engineering evaluation.

"The CA nozzles are at final feedwater pressure and temperature. In Modes 1
(Power </= approximately 17%),2, and 3, all feedwater is provided to the steam
generators via the CA nozzle (CF-to-CA Bypass Flow). In Mode 1 (Power >/= |
approximately 17% power), a small amount of feedwater (Tempering Flow) is !

directed to the CA nozzle of the steam generators to keep the nozzles at final !
feedwater temperature to reduce the thermal shock to the nozzles associated with |
CA system operation and transfer of feedwater flow to the nozzles during unit :

shutdowns. A leak at the CA nozzle would result in the fol:owing:

1) increased S/G enclosure temperature. This parameter is monitored periodically
by the Containment Ventilation System (W) Engineer per the associated !

" Engineering Support Program".

2) Increased input into the Ventilation Unit Condensate Drain Tank (VUCDT). This ]
parameter is monitored continuously by Operations via an OAC alarm and also l

'

periodically by the Liquid Radwaste System (WL) Engineer and Reactor Coolant

|

-_ _ _ - . _
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|- . System (NC) Engineer per the associated " Engineering Support Program".

"The above parameters would be used to identify a leak in the steam generator
enclosure, but could not specifically identify the CA nozzle as the source of leakage. i

| A containment entry would be required to identify the exact source of the leakage.
i

"Also, a containment walkdown is performed when the unit reaches Mode 3 (full
,

!temperature / pressure) during the unit shutdown for each refueling outage. This
walkdown should identify any leak at the weld in question.

"Conceming the consequences of a leak at the CA nozzle (affects on CA system
operation): Any leakage would result in a portion of the CA flow bypassing the-
steam generator, and therefore being unavailable to maintain steam generator
levels. Very small leaks (< 1 gpm) would have no discemible effect on CA system
operation. Leaks that approach 5 gpm would need to be evaluated for system j
operability effects." )

i

Licensee's Prooosed Altemative Examination (as stated):
"No additional examinations are planned during the current interval for Weld ID i

Number 1SGD-W261. The use of radiography as an attemate volumetric
examination method for Weld ID Number 1SGD-W261 is not practical due to,

!

component thickness and geometric configurations. Other restrictions making
radiography impractical are the necessity to use double wall techniques due to
inaccessibility of the ID surf 6ce and physical barriers prohibiting access for j

. placement of snurce, film, number bands, etc Duke Energy Corporation will
. continue to use the most current ultrasonic techniques available to obtain maximum
coverage for future examinations of these Weld ID Numbers."

Evaluation: ' The Code requires 100% volumetric examination of Auxiliary
Feedwater Nozzle to Transition Piece Weld No.1 SGD-W261 during each
inspection interval. However, the extreme taper on the nozzle side of the weld limits
full volumetric examination. Therefore, the Code requirement is impractical. To

: gain access for 100% coverage, the component would have to be redesigned and
" modified. This would place a significant burden on the licensee.

!
'

As shown in drawings submitted by the licensee,' a significant amount
(approximately 75%) of the required coverage was obtained. In addition, the
licensee has completed the Code-required surface examination. The examinations
performed on Weld No.1 SGD-W261 provide reasonable assurance of the
continued structure integrity of the weld. Therefore, based on the impracticality of 1

the Code volumetric examination requirements, and the extent of examinations
performed, it is recommended that relief be granted pursuant to
10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(i).

;-

Drawings submitted by the licensee are not included in this report.

!-
i
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3. CONCLUSION
;

.The INEEL staff evaluated the licensee's submittal and concludes that certain inservice|
. - . . !

|~ examinations cannot be performed to the extent required by the Code at Catawba Nuclear
Station. The licensee has provided information to support a determination that the Code-
required volumetric examination coverage for Weld Nos.1RPV-WO8,1 ELDHX-HD-FLG,
and 1 SGD-W261 is impractical. Therefore, pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(i), it is

i recommended that relief be granted for Relief Request No. 98-02, Parts A, B, and C.
!

!.
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